Day after day after day ― written in
the newspapers, heard on the radio,
seen on the television, and displayed
throughout cyberspace ― the Environmental–Terror–Movement ( a.k.a.
the ecology or natural lawn care
movement ) is urging for measures to
TERRORIZE and DESTROY the Modern
Green Space Industry, with ideas that
have little basis in fact or science.
Nonetheless, the Environmental–Terror–Movement has gained some powerful allies, such as law–makers and
policy–makers who are spineless and
naïve co–conspirators.
Many versions of the following phrase
have been heard ― the world would
be a better place if lawns and golf
courses were maintained more ecologically or more naturally.
If each of us received five cents every
time we heard this phrase, we would
be literally spitting gold ingots.

For generations, the Modern Green
Space Industry has been maintaining
and conserving the world’s largest
ground cover vegetation, and has
CONTRIBUTED EXTENSIVELY TO THE
BEAUTIFICATION OF OUR URBAN
LANDSCAPES, and THE PRESERVATION OF OUR ENVIRONMENT.

Let’s think for a minute ! How does
this phrase really apply to the Modern
Green Space Industry ? It’s not complicated.

By contrast, Enviro–Maniac–Activists,
and their Environmental–Terror–Organizations, can be more precisely identified as RADICAL PRESERVATIONISTS
that could not care less about the
beautification of our Urban Landscape.

The MODERN GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY CAN BE DESCRIBED AS THE PLANET’S GREAT CONSERVATIONIST.

Enviro–Maniac–Activists pretend that
the use of pest control products is not
compatible with natural settings.

Nonetheless, Environmental–Maniac–
Activists have pretentiously proclaimmed that the natural environment
needs their stewardship.
Enviro–Maniac–Activists are obsessed
with preserving our world with ANTI–
MODERNIST and ANTI–TECHNOLOGY
thinking. They thrive on JUNK SCIENCE, and resort to LIES rather than
the truth.
It is a fact that Enviro–Maniac–Activists are inherently OPPOSED to the
modern maintenance of turfgrasses
and the beautification of the Urban
Landscape. ( One notable exception is
Audubon International, but not Audubon state organizations. )
Enviro–Maniac–Activists PREFER JUNK
LAWNS and JUNK LANDSCAPES that
are unaltered by human activity, and
are INFESTED with damaging weeds,
insects, and disease ... just as the
Enviro–Maniacs INFEST our society.
These ENVIRO–TERRORISTS particularly dislike the cosmetic standards
used for the maintenance of golf
courses, which are arbitrarily considered too lofty.

Enviro–Maniac–Activists are re–enacting the needless conspiracy against
DDT. They are proceeding to TERRORIZE and ANNIHILATE the Modern
Green Space Industry, just like they
did with the makers of DDT !

... and the Green Space Industry responds
with OUTSTANDING, INNOVATIVE
and INTERESTING IDEAS

Goats Becoming
New Trend in Lawn Care
A u gu s t 9 t h , 2 01 0
F o x N e w s C ha nn e l

The latest trend in lawn care does not have four wheels. Try four legs.
Across N o rt h A m e r i c a , G O A T S are being put to work in the backyards of
homes and businesses alike.
They don’t need to be specially trained, since it is their natural instinct to
eat any and every green thing they see ― although this can prove problematic when using them for anything other than brush and weed control.
Still, more and more people are trying out this BOGUS alternative to weed–
whacking and lawn–mowing because the goats have a minimal carbon foot–
print. And they work for cheap.
At N e w Yo r k ’ s V a nd e rb i l t Ma n s i o n , located about ten miles away from where
former President Clinton’s daughter was married, grounds–keepers are using
nine goats borrowed from a local farm to maintain five acres of property.
It will take the animals four months to clear the area, which features a steep
hillside that has given human landscapers difficulty in the past.
The total cost for the project is 9 , 0 00 do l l a r s . Sounds like a lot, but it’s actually quite a bargain considering it costs them 1 5 , 0 0 0 d o l l a r s to hire humans for the job. Plus, with the goats, the hill–side remains clear all summer long and into the fall.
But the smell is another story. It does smell a little like a barnyard. But,
with weed-eaters, there would be combustion from the engines coming up
over the hills. So, it’s just a trade-off.

Mowin g pra ct ices in the 180 0 s
Grazing animals used for mowing a new trend ?!?!
Nah ! Not really a new trend.
In the 1800s, grazing animals were used for mowing on golf facilities and
wealthy properties.
Before the widespread use of the mechanical mower, animals were needed
to keep the grass cover plants « cropped », or short.
The animals that were used for intensive grazing included cattle, rabbits,
and sheep.
Cover plants were also manually cut with hand scythes. A smoothly cut
turfgrass surface was difficult to attain with scything, which was labour–
intensive, expensive, and required great skill.
Livestock, such as sheep, provided a smoother cut more easily.
However, these animals left « droppings » on the surface, and were not
practical for large areas and home lawns.
In 1830, Edwin Beard Budding invented the first mechanical push–mower.
However, this invention was slow to be accepted, and animals were much
less expensive to use for mowing.
By the late 1860s, the first American mechanical lawn mowers were patented.
In 1870, Elwood McGuire re–designed a mower that was more affordable,
lighter to push, and had fewer moving parts than the old versions.
By 1885, U.S. manufacturers were building 50,000 mowers per year.
By the early 1900s, horse–drawn or gasoline–powered mowers were the
most efficient means of maintaining golf facilities and high-quality properties.

Lightweight mowing units used for golf course fairways ( circa 1900 )

Sheep used for mowing at The White House ( circa 1900 )

Force Of Nature presents THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against Huje that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG). It is a series of
Reports destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement, Governments, and
the Media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas. The information presented in Force
Of Nature has been developed for the education and entertainment of the reader by providing a sequence
of historical events WITH COMMENTARY. The neutrality of these Reports might be disputed.
Huje is a term used to describe Enviro Maniac Activists that routinely concoct FEAR MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, DECEPTIONS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES that are DESIGNED to SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some NON–EXISTENT
danger with conventional pest control products. Huje also SCAM and DECEIVE Government Officials into
the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS CONSPIRACY to PROHIBIT conventional pest control products
that are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE.
All information, excerpts, and pictures contained in this Report were found somewhere on the Internet, and
may be considered in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes ― archive, education,
promotion, publicity, or press release. The events, characters, companies, and organizations, depicted in
this Report are not always fictitious. Any similarity to actual persons, living or dead, may not be coincidental. Force Of Nature is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT of any trade association or business operating within the
Green Space Industry. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it.
Force Of Nature, and its various incarnations, is the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his entourage.
Mr. Gathercole is a principal FOUNDER of the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry in BOTH Ontario and
Quebec. He holds a degree in Horticulture from the UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH, and another pure and applied
science degree from McGILL UNIVERSITY. He has worked in virtually all aspects of the Green Space Industry, including GOLF, PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE, and CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, and has served in public affairs, workplace safety, and environmental compliance. Mr. Gathercole has supervised, consulted, programmed, and/or overseen the successful and safe execution of HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of pest control applications in the urban landscape. He has trained, instructed, and consulted with THOUSANDS of turf
managers and technicians. Mr. Gathercole has also been an agricultural agronomist. For many years, Mr.
Gathercole was a contributing columnist for TURF & Recreation Magazine, Canada’s Turf and Grounds Maintenance Authority. Mr. Gathercole is now retired from Force Of Nature, although his name continues to appear as the FOUNDER. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited for crafting the Golf Industry Exception Status,
that endures to this day. He is also the creator of the signs that are now used for posting after application.
His vast knowledge of our long journey with Environmental Issues is UNDENIABLE ― hopefully ! For FIFTEEN YEARS, the strategies designed and implemented by Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues guaranteed
the control of Environmental Terror for the entire Modern Green Space Industry across Canada. Mr. Gathercole’s involvement in Environmental Issues reached a fevered pitch in the 1990s, when he orchestrated,
with his colleagues, legal action against the Forces of Environmental Evil in the Town of Hudson, Quebec.
Mr. Gathercole is the ONLY TRUE RELIABLE WITNESS of the Hudson Affair.
Mr. Gathercole and his entourage have followed the evolution of ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM for over a
quarter century. Through Force Of Nature, Enviro Maniac Activist Huje are identified on the basis of their
statements, activities, affiliations, and whereabouts. Even though each Enviro Maniac Culprit is a misguided adversary, each still deserves our respect. The use of the terms Maniac, Culprit, Terrorist, or Basterd are not accusations of any legal wrong doing. Force Of Nature is simply holding Enviro Maniac Activists accountable for conspiring to change public policies that TERRORIZE, HARM, and THREATEN the Green
Space Industry. Their pretentious prohibitionist rants have created LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting DESPAIR and DESTITUTION for THOUSANDS of hapless victims throughout the Green Space Industry. The DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of Maniac Culprit Terrorist Basterd Huje is viewed as a form of TERROR, HARM, and THREAT against the Green Space Industry.
The following Force Of Nature Reports are currently available ― ● A Look At ● Alberta Conspiracy ●
British Columbia Conspiracy ● Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment ● Canadian Cancer
Society ● Canadian Environmental Law Association ● Carnage ● Collision Course ● Consequences ●
Culprits ● David Suzuki Foundation ● Dating Services for Enviro Maniacs ● DDT and Politicized Science
● Death and the Environmental Terror Movement ● Enviro Profit ● Environmental Terrorists Unmasked
● Famous Quotations ● Fertilizer Terror ● Global Warming ● Heroes ● June Irwin, the Clown of Junk
Science ● Kazimiera Jean Cottam ● Landscape Trades Capitulate ● Lying Sac of Enviro–Maniac Cwap ●
Myth–Busting ● Needless Hysteria ● New Brunswick Conspiracy ● Newfoundland Conspiracy ● Nova
Scotia Conspiracy ● Ontario Conspiracy ● Organic Fertilizers ● Paranoid Theories ● Pesticide Free BC ●
Pets and Lawn Care Chemicals ● Positive Waves ● Prince Edward Island Conspiracy ● Quebec Conspiracy ● Rachel Carson, the Queen of Junk Science ● Reining a Terrorist Reaction ● Saskatchewan Conspiracy ● Satire ● Terror NEVER Ends ● Terror Talk ● The 9/11 Era of the Green Space Industry ●
The Bin Laden of Enviro Terror, Paul Tukey ● The Failure of Integrated Pest Management ● The Looming
Golf Industry Shipwreck ● The Industry Strikes Back ● The Misconceptions About Cancer ● The National
Annihilation of the Modern Green Space Industry ● The Wisdom of Bill Bell ● The Wisdom of Drysdale ●
The Wisdom of Health Canada ● The Wisdom of Hepworth ● The Wisdom of Holland ● The Wisdom of
Lowes ● The Wisdom of Mains ● The Wisdom of the Solomons ● The Wisdom of Whelan ● Update ●
Warning ●

